
“HMMM….What should I do next?   

Guess I’ll just keep pushing away 

from my support points!”



THEME FOR THE EVENING…

Demonstrate new strategies to

DECREASE STRESS 

and 

CREATE “PEACE PHYSIOLOGY” 

in your body by releasing damaging POSTURE 
and MOVEMENT patterns while “Rewiring” new 
brain and nervous system patterns for less pain, 
more energy, and a long, active, healthy life.  



So 

WHY
Are You 

HERE?



So What’s The Problem?



So Where Does Stress Come From?So Where Does Stress Come From?So Where Does Stress Come From?So Where Does Stress Come From?

•THOUGHTS (Mental/Emotional)
• family, relationships, work, financial, sense of purpose, 

spiritual center

•NUTRITION (Biochemical)
• blood sugar swings, fatty acid imbalance, vitamin/anti-

oxidant deficiency, starvation, overindulgence

•MOVEMENT (Non-functional or lack of!)
• pain, muscle imbalance, poor posture, strained 

muscles, improper exercise 



Stress/Protection Physiology

•Burns SUGAR instead of FAT =more CRAVINGS

•Message to body is BREAKDOWN

•Shrinks blood supply to frontal lobes = foggy thinking

•Damages brain’s memory center = Alzheimer’s

•Lowers sex drive

•Demineralizes Bone = osteoporosis/broken hips

•Closes down your posture into Crossed Posture      

Syndrome.  Gravity “gets” you.





KEY PROBLEM:
Any Stress Creates a 

PREDICTABLE Pattern of 

Muscle Imbalance

CROSSED POSTURE 

SYNDROME

Vladimir Janda:  father of muscle 

imbalance.







COMPOUNDING THE PROBLEM…

EXCESSIVE SITTING



TRIGGER POINTS ARE A VERY COMMON CAUSE OF PAIN AS A RESULT OF MUSCLE IMBALANCE 

AND DYSFUNCTIONAL MOVEMENT PATTERNS.



Short and Shriveled





“Global” or large muscle overactivity (latissimus dorsi, 

thoraco-lumbar erectors, upper trapezius) likely 

because of long term compensation for lack of “deep 

core stability”





Moderate to severe

lower crossed posture

Overused erectors

Forward tilted pelvis

Tight/Overactive 

Hip Flexors (psoas

and rectus femoris)



Crossed Posture 

Self Tests

Wall Angel

Split Squat



•INTENTION of “Pushing Away” from key support zones creates 

automatic perfect posture and “anchors” your core for strain free, pain 

free movement, and optimal brain and nervous system function.

• Loss of that ability (DCA) due to stress and deconditioning causes 

movement patterns that are inefficient and eventually damaging.

KEY PROBLEM:  DEEP CORE AMNESIA

Key Support Zone

That’s “Lost” with stress!

Testing and 

training for 

deep core 

stability.



Can YOU Still Do This?









MYOBALANCE MYOBALANCE MYOBALANCE MYOBALANCE 
METHODMETHODMETHODMETHOD

The Magic The Magic The Magic The Magic 
of of of of 

Muscle BalanceMuscle BalanceMuscle BalanceMuscle Balance

Reawaken Your Inner Spiral Of PowerReawaken Your Inner Spiral Of PowerReawaken Your Inner Spiral Of PowerReawaken Your Inner Spiral Of Power

For Pain Relief, Peak Performance,                                          For Pain Relief, Peak Performance,                                          For Pain Relief, Peak Performance,                                          For Pain Relief, Peak Performance,                                          
and Healthy Agingand Healthy Agingand Healthy Agingand Healthy Aging



Spiraling
OPEN

What’s Your INTENTION?



SELF TEST For ability to activate deep core / 

create intra abdominal pressure 

with and without breathing



“Baby Back” exercise from Myobalance Method

Can you connect your “back support zone” to the back of your 

chair right now without your shoulders or head going forward??



Posture and Exercise MYTHS

•Shoulders back

•Chin up

•Chest out

•Belly In

•Pinch Shoulder Blades Together

•Sit Ups / Curls for core



WHAT IS WHAT IS WHAT IS WHAT IS 

““““Organic”Organic”Organic”Organic” Posture And Movement?Posture And Movement?Posture And Movement?Posture And Movement?

•The perfectly designed, strain free, efficient, and 
FUNCTIONAL way to stand, sit, and move.

•Reawakens the same “youthful posture programs”

you used to develop your upright posture as a child. 
(new breakthroughs from Prague)

•KEY: It is VERY FRAGILE, because ANY kind of stress 
draws you out of it.



YOUR

DEEP
CORE





Anti-gravity treadmill (really)

Pressure straightens and elongates the spine 

(self traction)

Intra-abdominal pressure is 

created by your core and frees 

and stabilizes your spine.

THE POWER OF 

PRESSURE

Water pressure unloads 

joints

IAP=AGP



BREATHING…the first and most important 

movement that is easily disrupted by stress.

Breathing is not only for ventilation but also for 

STABILITY / Intra Abdominal Pressure!!!!

BREATHING IS STABILITY!!! 

We breathe 14-22 times per minute every hour of 

every day and we are wasting energy and causing 

unnecessary stress with damaging breathing 

patterns.

Stress breathing (shallow, chest rising) leads to:



-lowering of blood oxygen levels = BAD GAS MILAGE

(without oxygen you get 4 ATP per glucose. WITH

oxygen you get 36 ATP/Per glucose)

-increases pH of blood (more alkaline) so any

available oxygen is not delivered to the cells for

energy (Bohr Effect) = lactic acid build up in tissues,

pain, fatigue, stiffness, creates perfect breeding

ground for yeast, fungus, bacteria, and cancer.

-lymphatic system stagnation – core breathing

pattern is main pump for your lymph system, which is

responsible for removing toxins and waste products

from you tissues and out of your body.



-Chronic sympathetic (fight or flight) messages to

brain = stress physiology (see above)

-Crossed Posture Syndromes – all forms of

musculoskeletal pain and tension can result, but

especially headaches, neck tension, carpal tunnel, and

numbness/tingling into arms and hand

BREATHING AND BRACING

TESTS / DEMONSTRATION



2

1

3

3 PILLARS OF 

SUPPORT

If each side of body 

weighed 6 lbs, this 

is how weight 

would be 

distributed.

Become familiar 

with your foot 

connection to the 

earth.  This is where 

information comes 

into your nervous 

system. 

(AFFERANCE)

•The INTENTION of 

growth and expansion 

is the key.

•Imagine roots 

growing deep and 

grow upward

OR

•Imagine “pushing 

away” from the points 

like a rocket would 

thrust into the ground

•BOTH of above 

automatically

activates your “deep” 

stabilizing system.  

Your true core.  



Diagnostic Exercise / Demos

Seated Leg Cross

Deep Overhead Squat / Hip Hinge

Arm Raising



“After an injury tissues heal, but 

muscles learn.  They readily adapt 

habits of guarding that outlast the 

injury.”  -Janet Travell, M.D.



So What’s The BIGGER Problem?





THE NEW

PARADIGM

We Treat

Here!

The Further

Up The

Better!


